
 

Gold Coast Pistol Club News Letter For Febuary 

 

Thumbs  up to the clean-up crew 

A big thank you to the team of some 20 dedicated club members who spent two days cleaning and 

repairing in the wake of flooding last month. 

Overnight on 18 January, the Club was inundated by storm water after rainfall of more than 300 

millimetres in an hour. 

The water damaged the clubhouse, ranges, newly renovated air shed, vault, maintenance shed and 

equipment. 

While we are still counting the cost of the damage, we are grateful to the members of all disciplines who 

banded together to minimise the Club’s loss. 

Thumbs down to the .223 shooter 

It’s disappointing that a club member has breached the standing orders, not only by using a .223 rifle on 

one of the ranges but also causing damage to the bullet trap surround which appears to have been done 

deliberately. 

This is not only irresponsible but could be considered criminal malicious damage. Please report to the 

office, or a Committee member, details of anyone you see behaving irresponsibly. 

Gun in the news 

For the record… 

The United States broke its own record in 2019 for the number of guns uncovered at airport security 

checks. 

According to a 17 January 2020 report in the Courier Mail, some 4432 guns were found in carry-on 

baggage and on passengers -- and an alarming 87 per cent of firearms detected were loaded. 

The number of guns found at checkpoints at 278 airports was five per cent higher than in the previous 

year and the highest in the United States Transport Security Administration’s 18-year history. 

Hunting decline is killing wildlife 



A decline in hunting in the United States is harming rather than helping the country’s wildlife, according 

to a report in The Australian’s February 5 edition. 

With conservation programs funded by hunting licences and taxes on sales of firearms and ammunition, 

the decline in hunting, blamed on attitudes to killing animals, is actually placing some species of wildlife 

at high risk of extinction. 

Sales of hunting licences are down, as are sales of firearms which peaked under President Barack Obama 

with fears of the introduction of gun controls. 

Only half as many Americans hunt compared with 50 years ago, as hunting has been replaced with 

indoor activities such as video games and visits to the gym. Those who do opt for outdoor pursuits are 

now more likely to be hikers, birdwatchers and photographers. 

In Colorado,  authorities have launched a ‘Hug A Hunter’ social media campaign to raise awareness of 

the vital link between hunting and conservation funding and Pennsylvania has eased restrictions on 

Sunday hunting and introduced a mentoring program for female hunters to boost numbers. 

‘Pork barrelling’ for shooting clubs backfires 

Funding for shooting clubs, now dubbed the sports rorts affair, has backfired spectacularly on the 

federal National Party’s deputy leader and clay target enthusiast Senator Bridget McKenzie. 

She was already on the crosshairs over signing off on funding for $1 million in grants for shooting clubs 

before the Department of Health had received a report on the economic and social benefits of shooting 

and then it was revealed that she had awarded $36,000 to the Wangaratta Clay Target Club of which he 

was a member. 

The Australian newspaper on 28 January reported that Opposition sports spokesman Senator Don 

Farrell called for Senator McKenzie’s resignation for ‘industrial scale pork barrelling’. 

Senator McKenzie’s parliamentary colleague Barnaby Joyce said she did not deserve to be sacked from 

the ministry and said he was so confident of her position that he had been taking bets. It’s a bet than 

Barnaby lost as less than a week later when she quit cabinet and resigned as the Nationals’ deputy 

leader. 

For the record, the report on the economic and social benefits of shooting, based on an online survey  of 

16,576 hunters and shooters between 27 February and 22 March last year, found that a ban on huntng 

and shooting would cost the Australian economy $335 million or the equivalent of 3300 full-time jobs. 

 


